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Abstract—In this paper a single-input-single-output wireless
data transmission system with adaptive modulation and coding
over correlated fading channel is considered, where run-time
power adjustment is not available. Higher layer data packets
are enqueued into a finite size buffer space before being re-
leased into the time-varying wireless channel. Without fixing the
physical layer error probability, the objective is to minimize the
average joint packet loss rate due to both erroneous transmission
and buffer overflow. Two optimization techniques are incorpo-
rated to achieve the best solution. The first is policy domain
optimization that formulates the data rate adaptation design
as classical Markov decision problem. The second is channel
domain optimization that appropriately partitions the channel
variation based on particular fading environment and carried
traffic pattern. The derived policy domain analytical model can
precisely map any policy design into various QoS performance
metrics with finite buffer setup. We then propose a tractable
suboptimization framework to produce different two-dimensional
suboptimal solutions with scalable complexity-optimality tradeoff
for practical implementations.

Index Terms—Finite state Markov channel, adaptive modu-
lation and coding, Markov decision process, performance opti-
mization, suboptimal scheduling.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH rapid development of wireless broadband ap-
plications, recently, cross-layer protocol design has

emerged to be a practical yet necessary research subject. The
main challenges of MAC-PHY cross-layer design for wireless
communications are twofold. At the physical layer, on one
side, multi-path propagation leads to a wireless fading channel
over which signals are distorted and attenuated randomly
before reception. At the MAC layer, on the other side, the
limited buffer space is significantly vacated or exhausted from
time to time, due to bursty arrivals from upper layers. These
facts impose severe obstacles for providing quality-of-service
(QoS) to upper layer applications. In this paper, we address
the cross-layer optimization issues by jointly considering
adaptive transmission scheduling and wireless fading channel
partitioning, to achieve better performance gain. The major
contributions of this work are summarized as follows: 1) This
work proposes an advanced algorithm for adaptive modulation
and coding (AMC)-enabled multirate transmission scheduling,
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where run-time power adjustment is not available. 2) This
work develops an analytical model of the proposed algorithm
for evaluating various QoS performance metrics. 3) Combined
with previous research, this work proposes a new method for
cross-layer performance optimization. 4) Based on the optimal
solution, this work introduces a tractable design framework
that generates a set of suboptimal schemes with scalable
complexity-optimality tradeoff, for practical implementation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we briefly review some related research work. In Section III
we give the system model used for this study. The multirate
transmission scheduling is formulated as a Markov decision
problem in Section IV and further analyzed in Section V.
In Section VI and VII the two-dimensional optimization
and suboptimization design frameworks are exposited, respec-
tively. Finally, we present possible extensions of this work in
Section VIII before conclude in Section IX.

II. RELATED RESEARCH

MAC-PHY cross-layer performance optimization for wire-
less communications has been studied by many re-
searchers [1]–[11]. Most notably, the finite state Markov chan-
nel (FSMC) modeling and adaptive modulation and coding
are commonly accepted as the fundamental techniques for
developing effective cross-layer protocols and algorithms. The
principle of FSMC is to discretize the continuous channel
fading process into finite number of states, over which the
channel can be qualified separately and utilized in different
ways. AMC, coupled with FSMC, enables various adaptive
techniques whereby the data transmission rate and/or power
is dynamically tuned-up according to instantaneous channel
state information (CSI). Many research works have presented
different channel partition methods (CPMs) for the FSMC
model [3], [12], [13]. For example, in [3] the authors proposed
a CPM that maintains a certain level of average packet error
rate (PER) over the time-varying channel when corresponding
AMC mode is applied for each channel state. This work
reported that varying the target PER that defines the FSMC
model may lead to significant variation in the system perfor-
mance. Hence, an effective way to minimize the overall packet
loss, i.e., both at PHY and MAC layers, is to find the optimal
value of target PER through cross-layer analysis. Along with
various CPMs defining the FSMC model, the research on
AMC-enabled adaptive transmissions includes the average
power/delay(dropping) tradeoff [4], [6], or the minimization
of average power/delay with constraint on the other [5], [7],
by varying the instantaneous transmission power and data rate.
The general principle of power/delay optimization is to, based
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Fig. 1. Illustration of wireless packet transmission system model.

on some information theory, convert the channel error rate as
function of particular channel state into minimum required
power for the same channel state, that theoretically achieves a
fixed (e.g., mutual information model in [4]) or bounded (e.g.,
M-QAM transmission model in [5]) channel error rate. The
remaining two heterogeneous design objectives (power and
delay) are related with a negotiable factor (e.g., β in [4]–[6])
indicating their relative importance, or related with one objec-
tive being constrained, to define the combined optimization
target. Many of these researches investigate the application
of dynamic programming (DP) and Markov decision process
(MDP) theories for the optimal transmission policy design.

In some practical scenarios, slot-by-slot power adjustment
may not be available, e.g., due to the inter-user interference in
multiuser multichannel applications as discussed in [14]. Hav-
ing the various power/delay oriented research, in this study,
we intend to improve Liu’s solution [3] by applying intelligent
transmission scheduling. Without online power adjustment,
in Liu’s model the channel error is not fixed or bounded.
In this case, there are two homogeneous design objectives
(channel error and buffer overflow) that jointly define the
optimization target, i.e., end-to-end packet loss. To avoid
manipulating both sides of packet loss, in this study we convert
the optimization target into the MAC layer throughput for the
optimal transmission policy design.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

Fig. 1 illustrates the general structure of the system model
used in this study. At the transmitter side, packet stream
arriving from upper layers are enqueued into a limited MAC
buffer space. Backlogged packets are dequeued, on first-
come-first-serve basis, and further processed by the forward
error correction (FEC) encoder and digital modulator before

being transmitted. Undergoing distortion and attenuation by
the wireless fading channel, received symbols are sequentially
passed through demodulator and decoder, with uncorrectable
codewords being dropped, to retrieve MAC layer packets. At
the PHY layer, AMC is applied to achieve adaptive multirate
transmission over the time-varying fading channel.

FSMC is a well accepted block fading channel model
for slow-varying flat fading channels, where the channel is
assumed to stay in the same state within one block period.
In this study we model the Rayleigh fading channel as
FSMC and define a block as a time frame duration, which
contains multiple codeword transmissions. Specifically, let
0 = Γ0 < Γ1 < Γ2 < · · · < ΓK−1 < ΓK = ∞ be the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) thresholds partitioning the channel
status, the channel is said to be in state k = 1, 2, · · · K ,
if the received SNR falls into the interval of [Γk−1, Γk). It
is known that the received SNR of Rayleigh fading channel
is characterized by the probability density function (PDF)
of [15]: pr(r) = 1

ρe−
r
ρ , r ≥ 0, where ρ denotes the average

received SNR per symbol. In such a slow-varying channel
model, the channel states are assumed only transit between
neighboring states [3], [5], [8], [9], [12]. The corresponding
channel state transition probabilities are given in [12].

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We apply five transmission modes as convolutionally coded
M-ary QAM (quadrature-amplitude modulation), i.e., TM2
defined in [3], to represent the AMC-enabled multirate trans-
mission, and refer them to as mode 1 to mode 5, respectively.
Moreover, there is a null mode, referred to as mode 0, where
no packet transmission takes place due to deteriorated channel
condition or empty buffer. The rate adaptation functionality
is accomplished through the collaboration of AMC modules
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located at the transmitter and receiver. As in [3]–[10], we
assume an instant error-free control channel between the two
AMC modules. Therefore, the CSI and selected transmission
mode index are known by both sides of the transmission.
This assumption can be partially released in practice by
applying a memory space that temporarily buffers received
modulation symbols before the demodulator, which allows
the selected transmission mode index to be correctly received
through possible retransmissions. Concurrently, incorrectly
delivered CSI, though usually with strong FEC encoding and
robust modulation, only causes instantaneously misapplied
transmission mode and does not directly introduce transmis-
sion errors. More theoretical research with delayed/erroneous
CSI is discussed in [11], [16]. We define decision epoch as
T := {0, Tf , 2Tf , · · · , ∞}, with Tf denoting the duration
of one time frame. The transmission mode is decided by the
transmitter at each decision epoch and remains unchanged
within this time frame. Furthermore, packets arriving at time
t ∈ (nTf , nTf +Tf ] are enqueued at decision epoch nTf +Tf

and can be serviced in one of the subsequent time frames.
Dropped packets by overflowed buffer are not serviced at later
time.

A. Research Motivation

Our research is motivated by the following thoughts: 1)
Both of the CPM forming the FSMC model and the se-
lection of transmission mode effectively affect the system
performance, and both are under the full discretion of the
designer. 2) For a certain CPM, the transmitter should select
particular transmission mode at each decision epoch based on
instantaneous PHY layer channel state as well as MAC layer
queuing information, such that the long-term probability of
packet loss, i.e., either due to buffer overflow or erroneous
transmission, is minimized. 3) The optimal solution for the
system design is achieved by applying 2) over the most
appropriate CPM, in terms of minimizing long-term end-to-
end packet loss.

For a particular CPM, in order to select the best transmission
mode, the transmitter side AMC module should consider: 1)
the instantaneous channel state; 2) the number of packets
available for transmission in the MAC buffer; 3) the number
of packets in the MAC buffer at the next decision epoch, if
particular transmission mode is selected. Therefore, the AMC
module is making its optimal decision, on frame-by-frame
basis, to meet a long-run target. This sequential decision-
making problem can be optimized by the classical MDP
theory.

B. MDP Based Optimization

The principle of MDP-based optimization is to determine
the optimal policy1 for the MDP such that the resultant
Markov process offers the optimal performance of interest. If
the resultant process by applying a certain policy is completely
ergodic, the average per-transition reward, i.e., the process

1In this study we focus on the application of Markovian deterministic
policies [17]. In fact, for most Markov decision problems solved by history
dependent policies, there exists a Markovian policy solving the same prob-
lem [17, p. 134]. Policies discussed in this paper are assumed stationary [17].

gain, is independent from the initial state and is only deter-
mined by the applied policy [18]. In this case, the value of
the process gain, denoted as g, is given in [18, ch. 2] as

g = π × qT (1)

where π is the steady state probability distribution vector
of the resultant Markov process and q is the corresponding
expected immediate reward vector, where the sth element is
defined as qs =

∑
ω∈S (ps;ω × rs;ω), with ps;ω and rs;ω being

the transition probability from state s to state ω within the state
space S, and the one-step reward function associated with such
a state transition, respectively.

Proposition 1: The value of g in (1) driven by a given policy
μ can be alternatively calculated from the corresponding
state transition probability matrix Pμ and expected immediate
reward vector qμ as:

g = 11×N × [IN − Pμ + 1N×N ]−1 × [qμ]T (2)

where 1m×n is a m × n matrix with all elements are 1 and
N is the total number of states in S.

Proof: For a given policy μ, in steady state there exists
πμ × Pμ = πμ and

∑
i∈S πμ

i = 1. To include the latter
unity property into the former balance equation, these two
expressions can be augmented into matrix form as:

πμ × Pμ = πμ, πμ × 1N×N = 11×N (3)

Noting that any full-ranked square matrix is nonsingular, the
difference of the two expressions in (3) leads to

πμ = 11×N × [IN − Pμ + 1N×N ]−1 (4)

Substituting (4) into (1) reaches at (2). We will use (2) for
numerical comparison of different policies in the following
sections.

In this study we consider Poisson arrival process as the
incoming traffic pattern to the transmitter side MAC buffer.
In this case, it can be proved [19] that the MDP applied for
system design in Section V results in a completely ergodic
process with any Markov deterministic (MD) policy. Hence,
according to [18], in the following discussion we focus on
finding the optimal policy for the MDP without differentiating
initial states.

There are two commonly used methods for finding the
optimal policy of a MDP, i.e., value iteration and policy
iteration [17], [18]. Since the convergent policy of value iter-
ation method may not be precisely constructed in a theoretical
manner2, for MDP that continues for large, or infinite number
of state transitions, which is the case discussed in this study,
policy iteration method is more appropriate. Therefore, we
apply the policy iteration method introduced in [18] for our
design. This method can be summarized as the following steps:

1) Initialize the process gain g and a set of relative value
function {v1, v2, · · · , vN}, which represents the differ-
ential values of each state s ∈ S with respect to vN , as
zero.

2Value iteration method is appropriate for finite horizon MDPs [18].
However, it is given in [17, p. 366] that the optimal policy obtained by value
iteration when the process is n → ∞ transitions away from termination,
converges to a certain optimal policy, with a tolerated small deviation ε > 0
for finite value of n. Therefore, in this sense, value iteration method is also
applicable for infinite horizon MDPs to find the ε-optimal policy.
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2) policy improvement routine: Choose policy μ by finding
action a(s), for each state s ∈ S, such that a(s) :=

arg max
a∈A(s)

[
qa
s +

∑
ω∈S

(
pa

s;ω × vω

)]
, where A(s) denotes

the action space of state s.
3) value determination operation: Using qμ and Pμ de-

cided in step 2), solve g and vs, (s ∈ S, s �= N) through
N linear equations, according to

g+vs = qμ
s +

∑
ω∈S

(
pμ

s;ω × vω

)
(s = 1, 2, · · · , N−1)

(5)
by setting vN = 0.

4) If the new value of g obtained in step 3) is greater
than its current record, update the record of g, μ and
{v1, v2, · · · , vN−1} and go to step 2). Otherwise, stop.

5) When selecting an action a(s) for a new policy in step
2), if the corresponding action existing in the old policy
is one of several equivalently good actions, retain the
action choice in the old policy. This helps the final
solution converge to a certain policy.

6) Once the iteration stops, the latest record of policy μ is
the optimal policy3.

Proposition 2: For a given policy μ decided in the policy
improvement routine, the N linear equations entailed in the
value determination operation can be solved as:

Λ = (A − B)−1 × [qμ]T (6)

where A, B and Λ are defined, respectively as:

A =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

1
... IN−1

1
1 0 · · · 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , B =

⎡
⎢⎣

0
... P̃
0

⎤
⎥⎦ , Λ =

[
g
ṽ

]

with Pμ =
[

P̃ PN

]
and

PN =
[
pμ
1;N , pμ

2;N , · · · , pμ
N ;N

]T
, ṽ = [v1, v2, · · · , vN−1]

T

Proof: Setting vN = 0, to solve ṽ and g, we present the
state transition probability matrix for given policy μ as Pμ =[

P̃ PN

]
. The N linear equations illustrated by (5) can

be organized in matrix form as

A× Λ = [qμ]T + P̃× ṽ = [qμ]T + B× Λ (7)

Again considering the nonsingularity of any full-ranked
square matrix, with simplifications, the solution of g and
{v1, v2, · · · , vN−1} is obtained as the corresponding element
of the Λ vector given in (6).

3The value of g for the optimal policy produced here can be obtained either
through the policy iteration cycle or by (2). For any arbitrary policy, however,
(2) is more appropriate.

V. POLICY DOMAIN PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION

The transmission mode selection approach mentioned in
Section IV-A now can be translated into the MDP based
optimization problem. In this case, the set of available trans-
mission modes for each system state s ∈ S constitutes the
action space of that state, i.e., A(s). Let us consider Poisson
arrival process, which is given as:

p {A(τ) = i} =
e−λτ (λτ)i

i!
i = 0, 1, · · · (8)

where A(τ) = i denotes the event that i arrivals occur within
the time duration of τ and λ is the average arrival rate in
packets/sec. The system state can be completely characterized
by the state pair of s(k, q), where k and q denote the channel
state index and MAC layer queue length in packets for a given
state, respectively.

A. State Transition Probabilities and Rewards

In order to apply the MDP theory and thereby to find the
optimal policy for transmission mode selection, the following
items should be defined:

1) state transition probability matrix T : The T matrix is
three-dimensional, with the ath “slice” Υa being a square
matrix corresponding to action a as shown in (9), where B
is the transmitter side MAC buffer size in packets. Therefore,
the particular state transition probability matrix for any given
policy μ, i.e., Pμ, with elements p(k,q);(k′,q′) is constructed by
taking the corresponding row for state s(k,q) from the square
matrix Υaμ(s(k,q)), where aμ

(
s(k,q)

)
is the action defined by

policy μ for state s(k,q).
The value of pa

(k,q);(k′,q′) in T is defined according to
{a, k, q, k′, q′} as: For any a ∈ A

(
s(k,q)

)
,

1) if | k − k′ |< 2 and (q − min (q, ϕa
max) ≤ q′ < B), then

pa
(k,q);(k′,q′) = p {A(Tf ) = q′ − [q − min (q, ϕa

max)]} × pk;k′

(10)
2) if | k − k′ |< 2 and (q − min (q, ϕa

max) ≤ q′ = B), then

pa
(k,q);(k′,q′) =

∞∑
j=B−[q−min(q,ϕa

max)]

p {A(Tf ) = j} × pk;k′

(11)
where ϕa

max denotes the maximum number of packets that can
be transmitted in Tf when transmission mode a ∈ A

(
s(k,q)

)
is

applied. For any other sets of {a, k, q, k′, q′}, pa
(k,q);(k′,q′) = 0.

These definitions are based on the following facts: 1)
channel state transitions are only allowed for neighboring
states as given in Section III; 2) at most min (q, ϕa

max) packets
can be serviced in any time frame; 3) packet arrival process
can be viewed as independent from channel fading dynamic.
The channel state transition probability pk;k′ is given in [12],

Υa =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

pa
(1,0);(1,0) · · · pa

(1,0);(1,B) pa
(1,0);(2,0) · · · pa

(1,0);(K,B)

pa
(1,1);(1,0) · · · pa

(1,1);(1,B) · · · · · ·
...

...
. . .

...
...

. . .
...

pa
(K,B);(1,0) · · · · · · pa

(K,B);(2,0) · · · pa
(K,B);(K,B)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (9)
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while A
(
s(k,q)

)
:= (mode 0, 1, · · · , n) with mode n being

the most conservative transmission mode (lower rate and less
error) that can serve q packets in Tf .

2) state transition reward matrix R: Each element of R
specifies the reward value associated with the state transition
defined by the corresponding transition probability in T . We
define the value of “reward” as the expected number of packets
that will be correctly received at the receiver’s MAC, resulted
from corresponding state transition of the system. With this
definition, the elements of R is defined for {a, k, q, k′, q′} as:

ra
(k,q);(k′,q′)

∀ s(k′,q′) ∈ S =

⎧⎨
⎩

min(q, ϕa
max) ×

[
1 − P a

p (k)
]

a ∈ (mode 1, · · · , n) , pa
(k,q);(k′,q′) �= 0,

0 otherwise
(12)

where P a
p (k) denotes the average PER when the channel is in

state k and transmission mode a ∈ A
(
s(k,q)

)
is applied.

Having the T and R matrixes ready, the optimal policy
for transmission mode selection depicted in Section IV-A
can be solved by the policy iteration method mentioned in
Section IV-B.

B. Analytical Model

In this subsection we develop a general analytical frame-
work that relates different policy domain design schemes with
various QoS performance metrics.

Supposing any policy μ is applied to dynamically select
the transmission mode, in steady state, the resultant Markov
process is completely characterized by the state transition
probability matrix Pμ, which is a subset of T as interpreted
in Section V-A1. Utilizing (4) and (2), the steady state
probability distribution vector π4 and the process gain g can
be solved accordingly. Based on these quantities, multiple QoS
performance metrics can be derived.

1) Average Throughput: The average throughput η, in
packets/sec, can be obtained from the process gain in (2), due
to appropriate definition of “reward”, as: η = g/Tf .

2) Average Packet Loss Rate: Despite the source of packet
loss, i.e., transmission error or buffer overflow, lost packets are
just the complementary portion of correctly delivered packets
and backlogged packets in the queue, with respect to the
total number of arrivals. Hence, the average packet loss rate,
denoted by ξ, is given as:

ξ = lim
t→∞

λt − g
Tf

t − L(t)

λt
= 1 − g

λTf
(13)

where L(t) is the instant queue length in packets at time t and
L(t) ≤ B.

3) Average Queuing Delay: The queuing delay here is
measured in the number of delayed time frames. By Little’s
theorem [20], the average queuing delay D is given as:
D = L

λq Tf
, where L is the average queue length and λq

denotes the corresponding average arrival rate of the enqueued
packet stream. Namely, the portion of dropped packets due
to buffer overflow is not included. Here, the value of L
can be easily obtained from the marginal distribution of the

4Below we omit the superscript μ for notational simplicity.

queue size as: L =
B∑

j=0

(
j ×

K∑
i=1

π(i,j)

)
, where π(i,j) denotes

the steady state probability of system state s(i,j) ∈ S. To
evaluate λq , we noticed that in steady state it is equal to
the average departure rate from the queue. Therefore, λq can
be obtained equivalently by finding the average number of
packets dequeued from the sending MAC per time frame,
divided by Tf . Particularly, it is given as:

λq =
1
Tf

K∑
i=1

B∑
j=0

[
min

(
j, ϕ

a(s(i,j))
max

)
× π(i,j)

]
(14)

4) Average PER: Once λq is given, the average PER over
the channel, i.e., Pp, can be obtained readily as:

Pp = lim
t→∞

λqt − g
Tf

t

λqt
= 1 − g

λqTf
(15)

Equation (15) utilizes the fact that the total number of de-
queued packets from the sending MAC is the sum of the total
number of correctly delivered packets and the total number of
erroneously transmitted packets.

5) Average Packet Dropping Probability: Finally, packets
being dropped upon arrival just constitute the complementary
portion of enqueued packet stream, with respect to the total
number of arrivals. Therefore, the average packet dropping
probability, denoted as Pd, is given as:

Pd = lim
t→∞

λt − λqt

λt
= 1 − λq

λ
(16)

The above analytical model can be used to compare the per-
formance of different policy designs. Below we first validate
this model by running Monte Carlo simulations.

C. Model Verification

In the simulation we apply two different policies, i.e.,
μ∗, the optimal policy that minimizes ξ and is obtained by
the policy iteration method introduced in Section IV-B, and
μ0, the fixed policy defined in [3]. In stead of optimizing
the policy design for each CPM, μ0 constantly requires
the transmission mode being switched from one to another,
with a fixed (transmission)mode-(channel)state mapping, for
different CPMs. This imperfectness in fact encouraged the
policy domain optimization proposed in this section.

1) Simulation Setup: In order to closely compare the per-
formance of μ0 and μ∗, we apply the CPMs introduced in [3],
though other CPMs are also applicable. The CPMs proposed
in [3] utilize a reference parameter P0, i.e., the target average
packet error rate over the channel, to control the channel
partition. Hence, each value of P0 defines a particular CPM. To
maintain a clear concept, below we refer to the optimal policy
with respect to the CPM defined by particular value of P0 as
μ∗(P0). Note that μ0 is invariant for any CPM. The relevant
parameters used for simulation and corresponding analytical
computation are listed in Table I.

The average PER by different transmission modes of TM2
with presence of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), are
approximated as [3, eq. (3)]:

PERn(γ) ≈
{

1, 0 < γ < γpn

an exp (−gnγ), γ ≥ γpn
(17)
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

ρ 15 dB
fm 10 Hz
Tf 1 ms
λ 1000 packet/second (1 packet/frame)
B 15 packets
Lp 1080 bits
symbol rate 2.16MBaud (2160 symbol/frame, or b = 2 as in [3])

where n = 1, · · · , 5 is the transmission mode index and γ
is the received SNR per symbol. The corresponding value of
fitting parameters an, gn and rpn for packet length Lp =
1080 bits are given by Table II in [3].

2) Results and Discussions: The values of Pp and Pd ob-
tained via simulation and analysis are illustrated in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3, respectively. It is recognized that with the fixed policy
μ0, both of Pp and Pd exhibit monotonous behavior when P0

is loosed. This implies a balanced point where the joint effect
of Pp and Pd, i.e., the MAC layer throughput or overall packet
loss, is optimized. This value of P0 (i.e., between 10−3 and
10−2) is clearly shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, where the MAC
layer throughput and average packet loss rate performances
are visualized. In contrast to the passive response of μ0 to
the variation of CPM5, the policy domain design for μ∗(P0)
proactively enforces more aggressive transmission (higher rate
and more errors) when the air budget is tight (smaller values
of P0), and more conservative transmission when the buffer
crisis is comparatively non-prominent (larger values of P0).
Therefore, when the applied CPM varies, the value of Pp

and Pd covary actively, while consistently to minimize the
joint effect of these two, as also shown in Fig. 2–Fig. 5.
Finally, the average packet queuing delay compared in Fig. 6
reveals that when P0 is loosed, differentiated from μ∗(P0), μ0

improvidently permits packets to pass through the MAC buffer
faster and faster without considering the joint performance at
both PHY and MAC layers.

From Fig. 2 to Fig. 6 it is seen that the simulated curves well
match the corresponding analytical computations, in terms of
various performance metrics. In the later sections we will
further investigate optimization design methods only using the
validated analytical model.

VI. TWO-DIMENSIONAL PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION

Up to now we have mainly focused on the discussion of op-
timizing the policy for transmission mode selection, i.e., policy
domain optimization, based on particular CPM. However, the
potential improvement by searching for the best CPM, given
the optimal policy for each partition method, i.e., channel
domain optimization, has not been investigated. Though ap-
plying fixed policy μ0 for each CPM, the design approach
proposed in [3] aims to explore performance optimization
from this perspective. In the following discussion we refer to
this approach as one dimensional (1-D) optimization scheme.
The other approach, which we refer to as two dimensional
(2-D) optimization scheme, is the one that incorporates both

5Note that for μ0 the average packet error rate over the channel is constantly
P0, while for μ∗(P0) this value is contingent on particular policy design.
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Fig. 2. Average packet error rate by different policies.
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Fig. 3. Average packet dropping probability by different policies.

policy domain optimization and channel domain improvement
to achieve the best solution.

Apparently, finding the optimal CPM is equivalently to
determine the optimal value of P0 that offers the minimum
attainable ξ, using the corresponding optimal policy. As given
in [3], this optimal value of P0, i.e., P opt

0 , can be found by
numerically comparing the value of ξ(P0) for all possible
choices of P0, i.e., P opt

0 := arg min
P0∈P

ξ(P0), where P denotes

the set of possible P0 choices.
In Fig. 7, as example, the performance of 1-D and 2-D

optimization schemes are presented by varying the value of λ,
to show the advancement of 2-D optimization design. Except
varying λ, other remaining parameters are set by Table I. From
Fig. 7 we can conclude that 1) policy domain optimization
is indeed contributive, as the curve for 2-D optimization
is constantly below the corresponding curve for 1-D opti-
mization; 2) channel domain optimization makes appreciable
improvement, as each curve fluctuates when the CPM varies;
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3) 2-D optimization always offers lower minimum attainable
average packet loss rate, compared with 1-D optimization,
which confirms the initial motivation of this study.

VII. COMPLEXITY-AWARE 2-D SUBOPTIMAL DESIGN

In the previous sections we have not touched the complexity
issue of the proposed optimal solutions. The advantage of
1-D design over 2-D design lies in the MAC-blind feature
of 1-D design for simple implementation, especially when
the transmitter side buffer size is large. To enhance the
implementability of the proposed 2-D design solution, in this
section we suggest a suboptimal method that achieves scalable
complexity-optimality tradeoff.

A. Existing Complexity-aware Suboptimal Solutions

Complexity-aware scheduling design for wireless communi-
cation involving fading channel has gained research attention
for a while. Notable research on this topic include [5] and [8].
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Fig. 6. Average packet queuing delay by different policies
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Fig. 7. Average packet loss rate by 1-D and 2-D optimization schemes
with different arrival rate (solid hexagrams indicate the minimum attainable
values for ξ by 1-D optimization, solid pentagrams indicate such values by
2-D optimization).

In [5] the authors devised a log-scheduling algorithm, where
the number of packets to be transmitted in time frame n is
decided, based on the conditional average SNR of the current
channel state h̃n and buffer occupancy Bn, as:

Un = max
(
min

(
Uatbest,

⌊
log
(
τBn

(
h̃n

)κ)⌋)
,Uatleast

)
(18)

where Uatbest enforces the fact that no more packets than the
current queue backlog are serviced, and Uatleast ensures that
adequate buffer space is vacated in frame n to accommodate
incoming packets in frame n+1. By appropriately setting the
value of τ and κ in (18), the log-scheduling algorithm is tested
as capable of approximating the performance of theoretical
optimal solution. In [8], a simple transmission scheduling
method is introduced. In this paper the number of packets to
be serviced in time frame n when the queue length is xn,
is determined as rn = min (xn, ra) if γ(k+1) ≥ γa, and
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rn = 0 otherwise, where γ(k+1) is the upper bound SNR
value of the current FSMC channel state s(k), ra and γa are
predesigned parameters that enable the suboptimal scheduling
algorithm to perform similarly with the DP based optimal
solution. Moreover, for a given parameter setting of γa and
ra, in [8] various QoS performance metrics are also derived.

Though the above suboptimal schemes can considerably
alleviate the operational complexity in the implementation
space, the design space methodology that can effectively
locate the respective suboptimal solution is not well defined.
For example, the value of τ and κ in [5], or the value
of γa and ra in [8], that offer close approximation of the
corresponding optimal solution, are only determined through
numerical methods. In this section, we introduce a suboptimal
design approach that 1) in the implementation space, offers
scalable complexity-optimality tradeoff for different hardware
configurations; 2) in the design space, specifies tractable
operation to produce the appropriate suboptimal solution.

B. 2-D Suboptimal Design

For practical implementation, in general the channel can
be appropriately partitioned into a small number of states.
However, when the transmitter side buffer size is large, the
sending AMC module has to perform complex table-lookup
operation, on frame-by-frame basis, to find the predesigned
transmission mode for that instantaneous system state. To
alleviate this operational complexity, we segment the packet-
level queue states into consecutive non-overlapping sections
as Ω := (Φ1, Φ2, · · · , Φh) (1 ≤ h ≤ B + 1). Within each
section, the queue states are mutually indistinctive. Hence,
the frame-by-frame table-lookup operation is only performed
over K × h entries, with h being a scale parameter for
different hardware configurations. Formally, we have con-
structed an alternative representation of the system states as
V := ν(k,Φ) (1 ≤ k ≤ K, Φ ∈ Ω), based on which
a suboptimal scheduling policy is to be determined in the
design space. Let Ω(C,h) denote the case where C = B + 1
queue states (B nonempty states and one empty state) are
segmented into h sections. By varying the value of h, a series
of suboptimal solutions can be achieved. Particularly, when
h = C, this 2-D suboptimal scheme repeats the 2-D optimal
solution discussed in section VI; and when h = 1, it exhibits
the same implementational complexity as the MAC-blind 1-
D optimization design applied in [3], however with better
optimality that will be shown later.

In the design space, to determine such suboptimal policy for
a given Ω(C,h), we apply an extended policy iteration (EPI)
method in the policy domain optimization phase discussed
in Section V. Specifically, the new design target can be
formulated as to determine the suboptimal policy μsubopt,
such that μsubopt := arg min

μ∈U
ξ(μ), subject to aμ

(
s(k,q∈Φ)

)
=

aμ
(
ν(k,Φ)

)
, where U := A(ν(k,Φ))×V and A(ν(k,Φ)) consists

of transmission modes 0, 1, · · · , n with n being the most
conservative transmission mode that can carry the maximal
queue backlog in Φ during Tf . To comply with this new design
target, we modify the policy improvement routine step given
in Section IV-B as follows:
Policy improvement routine: for each state ν(k,Φ) ∈ V , choose

action a
(
ν(k,Φ)

)
∈ A

(
ν(k,Φ)

)
such that a

(
ν(k,Φ)

)
:=

arg max
a∈A(ν(k,Φ))

E

⎡
⎣qa

s(k,q∈Φ)
+

∑
(k′,q′)∈S

(
pa
(k,q∈Φ);(k′,q′) × v(k′,q′)

)⎤⎦
(19)

The expected value E(·) in (19) is computed as the weighted
sum of the operand by assigning a weight ws(k,q) , for each

state s(k,q) ∈ ν(k,Φ), as: ws(k,q) =
πs(k,q)∑

s(k,q′)∈ν(k,Φ)

πs(k,q′)

. The

value of πs(k,q) is updated along with the relative values
vs(k,q) in the value determination operation step introduced
in Section IV-B and according to (4). In the initialization step
these weights can be simply set for each state s(k,q) ∈ ν(k,Φ)

as 1/N(Φ), where N(Φ) is the number of queue states
included in section Φ.

Remark 1: The above EPI method performs well for the
first few iterations where the process gain increases very
aggressively, as by the original policy iteration method. How-
ever, when the current policy is closely converging to the
desired suboptimal policy where the process gain increases
very slightly, it is possible (but not always) and as we have
observed, that the two policies obtained by consecutive itera-
tions may quibble between two nearly-equivalently performed
alternatives (e.g., between g = 5.9582 and g = 5.9621).
This is due to the deviation introduced by using the weights
calculated from the old policy to generate the new policy6.
Nevertheless, the iteration can be easily stopped in either
cases, i.e., quibbling or non-quibbling, as: if the same policy
appears twice or more in the most recent three iterations, stop
the algorithm and select the best policy obtained within these
three iteration cycles.

Remark 2: It is helpful to recognize that the design space
complexity for locating an appropriate suboptimal solution,
either by the numerical methods used in [5] and [8] or the EPI
method introduced here, has not been remarkably depreciated.
However, the issue of design space complexity is usually
secondary, since when constructing a practical system we
always prefer to transfer as much as possible complexity from
the online implementation into the offline design.

C. Numerical Results and Discussions

In this subsection, we use the analytical model developed
in Section V-B to visualize the scalable complexity-optimality
tradeoff offered by the proposed 2-D suboptimal solutions. In
general, the queue state segmentation can follow any distribu-
tion function χ

(
Ω(C,h)

)
. Let us consider the simple identical

segmentation (IS) case, denoted as χIS
(
Ω(C,h)

)
, where the

C queue states are segmented into h sections, with each
section equivalently includes C/h queue states (without losing
generality, we can assume an integer value). The transmitter
side MAC buffer size is now set to 199 packets, i.e., C = 200

6In strict sense, this deviation also affects the first few iterations. However,
at that stage there are ample of policy alternatives that can largely differentiate
the relative values than the current policy does. It is thus almost impossible,
or with small probability, to determine a wrong policy when the process gain
is able to increase aggressively. More strictly speaking, even this quibbling
occurs when the process gain is unexpectedly small, the iteration can be
restarted by initializing the weights with different values.
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queue states. In order to induce better queuing dynamic
thereby to eliminate the virtual impossibility of large buffer
occupancy, we also increase the value of λ and the physical
layer transmission symbol rate to 6 × 103 packets/second
and 10.8M Baud (i.e., b = 10 in [3]7), respectively. With
other parameters still set by Table I, Fig. 8 illustrates the
performance of 2-D suboptimal solutions for χIS

(
Ω(200,h)

)
with h = 1, 2, 4, 200, as well as the optimal solutions
obtained by 1-D and 2-D optimization schemes discussed in
Section VI. As expected, the 2-D suboptimal solutions are
capable of offering better optimality when the value of h
increases, in terms of minimizing ξ. Also, when h = C = 200,
the 2-D suboptimal curve overlaps with the 2-D optimal curve
depicted in Section VI. It is interesting to notice that with the
same implementational complexity, the 2-D suboptimal curve
for h = 1 offers much lower minimum attainable average
packet loss rate than the 1-D optimal curve applied in [3]. The
reason lies in the contribution of policy domain optimization
performed by 2-D solutions. Namely, the policy designed for
μsubopt is allowed to vary for different CPMs, instead of being
fixed as μ0.

VIII. FUTURE EXTENSIONS

1) Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ): One possible exten-
sion of this work is to embed link layer ARQ into the proposed
2-D optimization design. This mainly requires some modifi-
cation in the T matrix detailed in Section V-A1, considering
the fact that erroneously transmitted packets in time frame n
remain in the queue for retransmission at the next decision
epoch nTf . Since MAC layer throughput is not lost over the
channel, in this case, the optimization target can be uniquely
defined as either MAC layer throughput or the buffer overflow
probability. Moreover, Long has studied on the ARQ-enhanced

7In [3] eq. (16), b is defined as b = (Ns − Nc)/Nb . In our context, this
implies that given the value of b, the physical layer transmission symbol rate
can be computed as b × Lp/Tf Baud.

performance of Liu’s model [9] and developed a more general
analytical model for multiuser ARQ system with any given
scheduling scheme [21].

2) Network Application: Another possible extension of this
work is to have the per-user decision made in a network con-
text, i.e., with n > 1 transmitter-receiver pairs, where selfish
PHY layer behavior may degrade the network level MAC
layer throughput due to anarchical inter-user interference.
Particularly, we are considering Telatar’s processor-sharing
model [14], where jobs are offered by the transmitters and the
receivers collectively act as single virtual server distributing
information-theoretic service rate among jobs. The network
level MAC layer capacity (maximal possible throughput) is a
random process and can be defined as

∑
1≤i≤n

ci(t), where ci(t)

is the maximal possible MAC layer data rate distributed to
user i based on its instantaneous channel state and MAC buffer
occupancy at time t, taking other (n−1)P transmission power
as noise (see (1) in [14]). When user i selects transmission
mode at a decision epoch, as associated “reward”, it receives
corresponding expected MAC layer throughput if any mode
x �= 0 is selected, and

∑
1≤j≤n,j �=i

c′j(t) −
∑

1≤j≤n

cj(t) if mode

0 is selected (may be negative), where each c′j(t) is computed
with (n − 2)P transmission power being taken as inter-
user noise. With the policy domain optimization discussed in
Section V, each user can select its optimal per-(time)frame
transmission mode for maximizing the long-term network
throughput. Here we should assume some overhead for user
interaction to obtain network wide knowledge. This extension
is under research and findings will be reported later.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this study we have proposed a two-dimensional cross-
layer performance optimization scheme for packet transmis-
sion withstanding wireless fading channel. Without run-time
power adjustment, this technique applies concurrently both
policy domain optimization for AMC rate adaptation and
channel domain improvement to form the FSMC model.
Alongside the optimal solution, a suboptimization framework
was proposed to obtain scalable complexity-optimality trade-
off for practical implementations.
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